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CAREER CENTER
The Patricia & Harold Toppel Career Center provides
innovative and dynamic career services to students
and alumni of the University of Miami. Highly-trained
professional staff at the Center assist students with their
career development utilizing a three-part model that
provides the tools necessary to Explore (strengths,
interests, values, skills, and abilities), Prepare (career and
industry research, practice interviews, and internships),
and Connect (building meaningful relationships and
growing a professional network). As the centralized
career services center at UM, Toppel provides career
programs, workshops, and initiatives; networkers,
individualized advising, practice interviews, industry
panels, walk-in peer advising, company presentations,
on-campus interviews, and more to all undergraduate
and graduate students and alumni.

The center currently has 13 full-time professional staff
members, one part-time professional staff member, two
support staff, two graduate assistants, nine Toppel Peer
Advisors, five Toppel Interns, and close to 40 Toppel
Ambassadors. Currently, the approximate career adviser
to student ratio is 1:769.
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About the
Strategic Plan

AUGUST 2016–

The strategic planning process began in March 2015 with a Meeting
of the Minds, a visit from career services innovators: Amjad Ayoubi
(Tulane), Christine Cruzvergara (Wellesley/previously George Mason),
and Joe Testani (U of Rochester/previously Virginia Commonwealth
University). During Meeting of the Minds, each team within the center
presented a pitch of their vision for Toppel in 2025. A number of brilliant
ideas were presented and have been molded and shaped since last
March through a series of workshops and meetings with the Leadership
Team and Toppel staff, culminating in Toppel 2025: Career Services is
Everybody’s Business. A timeline of the process can be seen below.

DECEMBER 2015–

SEPTEMBER 2016

FEBRUARY 2016

STRATEGIC PLAN
DOCUMENT FINALIZED

STRATEGIC PLAN PREVIEW
PRESENTED TO DEAN OF
UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION,
TOPPEL STAFF ALUMNI BOARD
OF DIRECTORS, AND PARENT’S
COUNCIL FOR FEEDBACK

FEBRUARY 2016–
MARCH 2016
SEPTEMBER 2015
IMAGINE 2020 EXERCISE

LATE SPRING 2015–

FALL 2015
FIVE PILLARS EMERGED
AND ROUGH GOALS/
OBJECTIVES DRAFTED

STAFF REVIEWED DRAFT GOALS/
OBJECTIVES TO DEVELOP SMART
GOALS/OBJECTIVES AND
TIMELINES; STRATEGIC PLAN
DOCUMENT DRAFTED.

SUMMER 2015
THEMES DEVELOPED

AUGUST 2015
THEMES PRESENTED TO
AND WORKSHOPPED BY
TOPPEL STAFF

The Strategic Planning Committee was led
by the Associate Director for Assessment &
Communication and included all members of
the Toppel Leadership Team:

MARCH 2015
MEETING OF THE MINDS
(TOPPEL 2025 PITCHES)

BRIAN REECE
Associate Director
for Assessment &
Communication
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CHRISTIAN GARCIA
Associate Dean and
Executive Director

ALI RODRIGUEZ
Director, Employer
Engagement
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EDWARD CRUZ
Director, Career
Education

SAMANTHA
HAIMES
Associate Director,
Career Readiness
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Executive
Summary
The Toppel Career Center has come a long way in
accomplishing the many goals we set forth during
our last strategic planning process. Since that time,
we have implemented a very popular job shadowing
program, UShadow; supplemented our service
delivery with virtual options; developed off-site
career education and networking opportunities;
expanded services and opportunities for international
students, graduate students, pre-professional
students, alumni, and entrepreneurs; hired more
full-time, part-time, and student staff; and opened a
brand-new facility.

The plan then outlines five areas of
focus that will guide our work for
the next five years. While we see
the plan as a living document and
will adapt it as time moves on, we
consider the plan as it is presented
here a snapshot of our goals for
the future at this time.

We recognize, however, that a career center alone
cannot prepare students for life after college. By
working together, collaborating across and beyond
the institution, our impact will be much greater. While
our plan focuses on five pillars that we believe are
critical to the success of our center and, therefore,
to the success of UM students and graduates, each
pillar assumes one thing: that each of us at the
University of Miami has a stake in our students’ future
careers. Furthermore, as a dynamic center focused
on transformative student learning, we continue to
adapt and change to meet the needs of our students.
To reflect changes in our world, in the student body,
and in the University itself, our plan details revised
mission and vision statements, introduces a guiding
framework, and integrates the University’s Culture
Transformation process.

As the Toppel Career Center
prepares for the future and the
University’s 100th anniversary,
we seek to build the career
center of tomorrow. Equipped
with a state-of-the-art building
and a diverse, highly-trained,
and growing staff, Toppel is
well positioned to solidify its
role as one of the best career
centers in the country. In order
to achieve this, we look toward
2025 in two 5-year phases. The
first phase, Career Services is
Everybody’s Business, begins
now with the integration of
career education within and
across the institution.

CAREER SERVICES IS EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS

The process of planning for the future always
begins with a look at the present. In planning for
the next five years, we reexamined our mission
and vision in order to ensure that our overarching purpose remains clear as we move forward.
The following revised mission and vision resulted from these conversations:

TOPPEL 2025
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MISSION
We prepare students to make educated
decisions as they explore the ever-changing
landscape of careers. We achieve this through
innovation and strategic connections with the University
community and beyond.

VISION
EMPOWERING AND CONNECTING
‘CANES TO ACHIEVE A LIFETIME OF
CAREER FULFILLMENT.
PAG E 7
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T H E

T O P P E L

BRAND,
VALUES,
CULTURE

&

Throughout the University and across the country, the
Toppel brand is immediately linked to a strong and
positive set of values. To prove this, we capitalized on
our partnership with Gapingvoid and embarked on an
exercise to identify the 20 words that best describe who
we are and what we stand for. What we quickly learned is
that our brand, values, and culture are one and the same
as illustrated left (and displayed prominently on one of our
walls). Building this strong and unique culture is not easy
and is the result of laser-type focus on the recruitment,
selection, onboarding, and continuous development of
the individuals most suited and committed to the important
work we do at Toppel. In doing so, we ensure that our
culture remains intact, even in the midst of transition and
turnover, while creating collaborative opportunities that
ultimately go on to provide students with innovative and
customized service.

Guiding
Framework
The Toppel Career Center
utilizes a variety of frameworks
to guide the career education of
University of Miami students and
alumni. We employ tools based
in various theoretical traditions,
including Holland’s Strong Interest
Inventory, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator, and Gallup’s
StrengthsFinder, among others.
Furthermore, we know that career
paths are not linear, so the Chaos
Theory of Careers (CTC) by Pryor
and Bright provides a foundation
for our work. CTC helps students
and alumni identify their strengths
and gives them tools to anticipate
and transcend possible obstacles
to their career goals.

The time and effort spent on our developing and
maintaining our brand, values, and culture started many
years ago, and we are happy to be very much in line with
the University’s recent focus on Culture Transformation,
particularly its DIRECCT values (diversity, integrity,
responsibility, excellence, compassion, creativity,
teamwork).
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The Five
Pillars of the
Strategic Plan
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CAREER SERVICES IS EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS

After much planning, research,
and benchmarking, five core areas
of focus emerged at the forefront
of the Toppel Career Center’s
strategic planning process. These
core areas - the five pillars - have
been identified as the most
essential in order to propel the
Toppel Career Center into the first
phase of Toppel 2025. The needs
of all stakeholders -including
students, alumni, employers, and
campus partners - have continued
to evolve over the years and
are reflected in the goals and
objectives within each pillar.

Formally Align Career
Services with the
Educational Mission
of the University
As a unit within the Office of the Provost, the Toppel
Career Center’s career education model is inherently
driven by the academic needs of UM students. By
creating formalized structures that embed career
education throughout the U, many more hands will
have a role in shaping the development of each
student toward career success.

Goals and Objectives
INTEGRATE CAREER

IMPLEMENT THE

ADVISING WITHIN

CAREER CHAMPIONS

SCHOOLS & COLLEGES
TO
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A
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Complete by Spring 2025
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The alignment of career and
academic advising institutionalizes
the current informal liaison model
between these two functions.
 Pilot an integrated career
advising model within the
College of Arts & Sciences
(Begin Fall 2016)
»»

Based on the pilot’s success,
replicate the model in the
remaining Schools and
Colleges (2025)

 Create and implement custom
career education plans for
students specific to each

school and college utilizing
the Explore, Prepare, Connect
model (Spring 2017)
 Utilize current student
management platforms to
integrate career and academic
advising by streamlining
communication and providing
a comprehensive view of
student academic and career
progress (Fall 2017)
 Develop and implement
professional development
series for academic advisors
and other individuals from
relevant areas to educate
them on career advising
(Begin Spring 2017)
PAG E 11

PROGRAM
Launch Spring 2017
A strategic group of faculty, staff,
parents, alumni, and student
leaders who help further students’
career education and professional
development.
 Identify and invite inaugural
members of the Career
Champions program (Begin
Fall 2016)
 Create a structure to leverage
volunteers as in-house
industry experts to support
career advising/career
coaching and launch (Fall
2018)

Deliver Creative &
Customized Service

TOPPEL 2025
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INTEGRATE AN

The Toppel Career Center must continue to evolve to meet the everchanging needs of all UM students. By tailoring approaches for special
and diverse populations and by continually reimagining our utilization
of emerging technologies, Toppel can provide students with unlimited
access to relevant and personalized information and industry experts
who will inform and guide them with individualized industry-specific
career plans both in-person and virtually.

INDUSTRY FOCUS
INTO EXISTING
CAREER ADVISING
MODEL, CURRENTLY
BASED ON MAJOR
Launch by Fall 2018

Goals and Objectives
ENHANCE VIRTUAL

»»

SERVICE DELIVERY

UM Standing Committee on
Diversity and Inclusion

»»

Veteran Student Task Force

»»

LGBTQ Task Force

Launch Fall 2016
 Offer recorded and
livestreamed options for
programs and workshops
(Beginning Fall 2016)
 Implement a virtual version of
the Career Champion industry
expert program (Fall 2018)

ENHANCE & EXPAND
SERVICES SPECIFIC
TO SPECIAL AND
DIVERSE POPULATIONS
Complete by Spring 2018
 Review outcomes and reports
from previous identityspecific, University-wide task
forces (Fall 2016)
»»

 Review existing model by
analyzing current 1:1 advising
appointments, career
resources, and services
offered (Spring 2017)
 Benchmark with private peer
institutions to evaluate and
compare industry-focused
models (Summer 2017)

 Conduct needs assessments
for the following populations
to determine their top careerrelated priorities (2016-17)
»»

First Generation Students

»»

Black Students

»»

Veteran Students

»»

LGBTQ Students

 Incorporate current chaos
theory advising method
and integrate internal audit
and benchmarking results
to implement strategy for all
career advisors to provide a
comprehensive industry focus
(Fall 2018)

 Implement a diversity
and inclusion committee
to implement findings of
each task force and needs
assessment (Fall 2016)
 Host educational employer
programs on the benefits of
sponsoring/hiring diverse
students during HireACane
Academy (Summer 2016)

Presidential Task Force for
Addressing Black Student
Concerns
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Utilize Data in
Storytelling
The Toppel Career Center derives its value from the benefit
it provides to UM students both in terms of educational and
developmental outcomes as well as post-graduation outcomes.
Understanding this impact and sharing the story of that impact
is critical to our success. By developing a comprehensive plan
for the collection and dissemination of data that leverages
partnerships across the U, we can ensure that we and our
internal and external constituents are making the best possible
data-supported decisions.

CAREER SERVICES IS EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS

DEVELOP AND
IMPLEMENT A STUDENT
SUCCESS CAMPAIGN
In partnership with University
Communications, Enrollment
Management, and the Alumni
Association
Complete by Fall 2018
 Develop a centralized process
for collecting graduating
student outcomes that
capitalizes on partnerships
across the University and
outside services such as
HEPdata1 (Spring 2017)

 Collect student stories that
showcase the variety of
individual paths to success
from admission to postgraduation outcome (Begin
Spring 2017)
 Market the “UM student
story” from beginning to end,
integrating individual stories
with aggregate outcomes
data (Begin Fall 2017)

»»

Build an interactive website
focusing on outcomes data
by major and/or industry and
sharing of student paths to
success

»»

Initiate annual University of
Miami Career Outcomes
Forum for delivering data and
showcasing graduate success
stories

»»

Develop annual presentations
with the student senate,
academic advisors, and
Associate/Assistant Deans
Academic Council.

Goals and Objectives
various areas of learning in the
Toppel educational model
(Spring 2017)

STRENGTHEN
IMPLEMENT A
STRATEGIC AND
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
FOR DATA COLLECTION,
STORAGE AND

 Focus on partnerships in key areas
Enrollment Management

»»

University Communications

»»

Institutional Research

STUDENT LEARNING

»»

School/College Deans

»»

Alumni Association

AND OTHER OUTCOMES

Complete by Spring 2018

 Construct an internal data dashboard
to easily and consistently track and
report strategic outcomes (Summer
2017)

 Conduct a needs assessment to
determine the best ways to curate
data that meet the needs of the
various Schools, Colleges, students,
staff, and other constituents (Spring
2017)

 Create annual reports that showcase
accomplishments and successes
throughout the year using a variety
of media, increasing awareness
of services as well as buy-in from
constituents (Summer 2017)

 Develop and leverage collaborative
partnerships with leaders in strategic
areas that have a stake in career
education and outcomes at the U
(continue or begin immediately)

 Purchase and implement data
visualization software to showcase
important assessment findings
(Completed Spring 2016)

ANALYSIS

MEASUREMENT

»»

AND REPORTING OF

Complete by Fall 2017
 Establish a protocol that
outlines the steps staff
members should take to
create and refine their
assessment plans (Fall 2016)
 Develop a list of
competencies that fit into the

 Implement advanced
strategies for assessing
student learning outcomes
in all programs and initiatives
(Fall 2017)
 Engage in research that
contributes to the field
of college student and
career development in
collaboration with appropriate
academic departments (e.g.,
Educational & Psychological
Studies) (begin Fall 2018)

1
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HEPdata is a company that provides additional

outcome data by searching for career information on
social media profiles such as LinkedIn.
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Goals and Objectives
IMPLEMENT CAREER
CRAWLS

Expand
Opportunities for
Students to Develop
Career Readiness
Competencies

Pilot to begin Spring 2016
Career Crawls are two- to threeday immersion trips that provide
opportunities for students to
visit employers and gain industry
insight in a variety of cities

 Conduct fundraising
campaign targeting parents,
alumni, and other potential
donors (Begin Spring 2016)
 Design and implement formal
student application and
selection process (Completed
Spring 2016)
 Based on graduating student
survey data, implement trips in
the following target cities:

»»

Miami (Completed Spring
2016)

»»

Washington, DC (Completed
Summer 2016)

»»

London (Planned Fall 2016)

»»

Boston

»»

New York

»»

Chicago

»»

Determine industry-focused
theme for each trip based
on location and alumni/
employer availability

EXPAND PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
ACADEMY DELIVERY
FORMATS

Employers are looking to hire students and
recent graduates who know how to use

Begin Spring 2016

their talents, strengths, and interests. We

The Professional Development
Academy is an intensive program
designed to help students
develop knowledge and skills
for career readiness and success.
With emphasis on personal and
professional development, the
structured curriculum of the
Academy is rooted in the core
career readiness competencies
outlined by the National
Association of Colleges and
Employers and supported by
both key stakeholders at the
University of Miami and the
Toppel Career Center.

at Toppel believe it is critical to empower
students to become career ready in
today’s competitive labor market. The core
competencies of career readiness broadly
prepare students for a successful transition
to life after college. Students enhance
these competencies in a variety of ways,
both in and outside of the Toppel Career
Center, and we aim to integrate knowledge
and application of these competencies
at an institutional level. To accomplish
these objectives, we plan to leverage
partnerships and communication between
various constituents including the Parents
Council, Alumni Relations, Corporate
Relations, and University Advancement.
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 Research effective virtual
and blended educational
engagement strategies
(Summer 2017)
 Develop and deliver
online/blended versions of
Professional Development
Academy, utilizing discussion
boards, videos, virtual
assignments (Fall 2017)
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CREATE AND
REDESIGN EXISTING

IMPLEMENT A CAREER

USHADOW PROGRAM

MENTORSHIP PROGRAM

Begin Fall 2016

Begin Spring 2017

The UShadow Program provides
University of Miami students
the opportunity to ‘shadow’
a UM alumnus or employer in
the community throughout a
typical workday. The goal is to
help students gain knowledge
about a specific career field or
work environment and assist with
their career education. While
previously a spring-semester
program, UShadow will expand
offerings to students in additional
semesters and serve as a more ongoing opportunity for students to
explore and alumni/employers to
get involved.

The Career Mentorship Program is
an opportunity for undergraduate
students to connect with
alumni within their industry of
interest for guidance, support,
and mentorship. The Career
Mentorship Program will utilize a
virtual platform to create organic
pairs selected by the student.
Student and alumni connections
will utilize the NACE Career
Readiness competencies as a
framework for exploration and
discussion. Coordinated by both
the Toppel Career Center and
Alumni Relations, this program
will have a combination of both in
person and online interactions.

 Launch restructured UShadow
Program to provide ongoing
matching opportunities for
undergraduate students
throughout the year (Spring
2017)
 Implement final requirement
project for all participants, in
which students submit a blog
post or video recapping their
experience (Spring 2017)
 Open up the program up
to other major metropolitan
areas such as Chicago,
Washington, D.C., New
York, and Los Angeles
(Summer 2017)

 Research host platforms and
matching software to facilitate
mentorship relationships
(Spring 2017)
 Implement Pilot Mentoring
Program in partnership
with Alumni Relations and
University Advancement
(Spring 2018)
 Fully launch program with
a deliberate, step-by-step
process for students and
employers to ensure mutually
beneficial experiences
(Fall 2018)
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WE AT TOPPEL BELIEVE IT
IS CRITICAL TO EMPOWER
STUDENTS TO BECOME
CAREER READY IN TODAY’S
COMPETITIVE LABOR MARKET.
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Strengthen the
Foundation for
the Toppel of
Tomorrow

CONTINUE EXPANDING
THE PHYSICAL ASSETS
OF THE TOPPEL
CAREER CENTER
To meet needs related to
organizational growth and
technological advances

The foundation of the Center is integral to its success. By

Complete by 2025

creating supplemental services within Toppel and focusing on

 Conduct research with
Facilities to assess costs,
needs, and structural
possibilities for Toppel
expansion project
(Spring 2017)

innovative ways to raise money, we will solidify our visibility
on campus. In addition, we will leverage relationships with our
community partners to increase revenue and outcomes.

Goals and Objectives

 Create strategic plan with
Project Management for
expansion (Spring 2020)

 Assistant Director focused on
career development for firstyear students

REIMAGINE AND
RE-ORGANIZE
DEPARTMENTAL

 Undergraduate Business
Services Career team; add
Associate Director and Career
Advisor positions

STRUCTURE
Complete by 2025
As the field evolves beyond the
transactional career services
model toward one focused on
customization and connections,
Toppel’s structure must continue
to evolve with it. To accomplish
the first phase of Toppel 2025,
the following roles will be
implemented in collaboration
with a variety of UM departments,
Schools, and Colleges.

 UM Internships & Professional
Development Team by adding
a Director and a Program
Coordinator
 Data Analyst position in
partnership with Institutional
Research to provide
support for university-wide
assessment needs
 Applications Developer
position to support
technology efforts
within Toppel

PAG E 20

 Based on assessment, secure
financing through fundraising
efforts (2023)

DEVELOP AND
IMPLEMENT PLANS
FOR REVENUE
GENERATION
That will enhance and support
the Toppel mission and vision
Begin Summer 2016
 Develop formal marketing
plan for Toppel space rentals
(Fall 2016)
 Create payment structure
and evaluate existing fees
for companies participating

in On-Campus Recruiting
activities and events
(Fall 2016)
 Benchmark with private peer
institutions to evaluate and
compare revenue sources and
budget allocations (Fall 2016)
 Raise funds through remaining
space naming opportunities
and the Career Reflections
Courtyard bricks
(Summer 2017)
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Assessment
The Toppel Career Center prides
itself in advancing a strong
culture of assessment. This plan
intentionally includes measurable
objectives that provide a starting
point for assessing the overall
success of the plan. Furthermore,
we must continue to assess all
of our programs and services to
determine their impact on student
learning and success.

Additionally, during the Meeting
of the Minds, the career services
consultants consistently provided
feedback that Toppel’s highachieving staff will need to let
things go in order to make room
for new initiatives. Assessment
must and will play a critical role in
determining which programs are
low impact, high cost and must
ultimately be let go.

Following is a list of metrics we commonly use to measure success.

EVALUATIONS
 Focus on student learning, behavioral change, and satisfaction as
a result of experiences with resume reviews, practice interviews,
career advising, workshops, training, career fairs, and other events
 Conducted through Handshake, CampusLabs: Baseline,
and Qualtrics.
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THE GRADUATING
STUDENT SURVEY

FOCUS GROUPS

 Primarily focused on
collecting graduating
student career outcomes
but also used to determine
use of and satisfaction with
career services

 Provide a sounding board for
ideas and allow us to gather more
in depth information on what our
customers want and need

 The survey is currently
administered by CampusLabs:
Baseline and follows the
NACE First-Destination
Standards & Protocols
 In addition to the survey
conducted in December
and May of each year, there
are follow-up surveys, calling
campaigns, and reviews of
graduating students’ LinkedIn
profiles to collect up-to-date
information on outcomes
for the 6-month period
following graduation.

 The Toppel Advisory Board is one
of the main groups that provides
feedback and consists of employers,
faculty, students, and staff

UTILIZATION
STATISTICS
 Allow us to track trends over
time related to demand for
services, audience trends, and the
effectiveness of marketing.
 We track data on students, alumni,
and employers.
 Data is collected via the Handshake
career management platform as well
as the Toppel Events Manager.
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Internally
Focused

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

What do we do well?
What unique resources can we draw on?
What do others see as our strengths?

What could we improve?
Where do we have fewer resources
than others?
What are others likely to see
as weaknesses?

 Brand – campus-wide and nationally
 Staff motivation/passion

 Not enough staff to accomplish
long-term goals

 Staff training/education
 High level of customer service
 High tech & high touch

 Career advising structure/
training

 Variety of learning environments/modes

 Faculty engagement

 Variety of offerings (something
for everyone)

 Student employee training &
structure

 Staff engagement in the field (professional
involvement)

 Onboarding for professional staff

Externally
Focused

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

 Leadership training

What opportunities are open to us?
What trends could we take advantage of?
How can we turn our strengths into
opportunities?

 Positive partnerships/partnership-driven

 Recruitment strategies

 UM’s reputation

What threats could harm us?
Who is competing for our
resources and what are
they doing?
What threats do our
weaknesses expose us to?

 Facilities/infrastructure

 Funding/fundraising

 Location (South Florida, Miami)

 Student-focused

 Better use of technology

 Rest of campus not always
understanding our strengths

 Innovation/willingness to take risks

 Faculty engagement

 Staff turnover

 Leaders on campus/role models

 Curricular infusion

 Complexity of academic
programs given the current
advising structure

 Change in leadership/culture
transformation

Appendix A:
Environmental Scan

 Cross training/staff swap
 Name change
 Changing methods of communications

 Economic situation
 Information overload

SWOT ANALYSIS
PAG E 24

 Lack of understanding of the
impact of career services and
relevance beyond a career center
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Stakeholder
Analysis

LEVEL 1
THOSE WHO ARE DIRECTLY
IMPACTED BY PROGRAMS
AND SERVICES; THEY ARE OUR
PRIMARY CLIENTS.
 Students
 Alumni
 Employers
 Graduate Schools
(admissions)

LEVEL 2
THOSE WHO PARTNER (OR SHOULD PARTNER)
WITH THE TOPPEL CAREER CENTER TO
PROVIDE OR ENHANCE CAREER-RELATED
PROGRAMMING AND EDUCATION THAT MEET
THE NEEDS OF LEVEL 1 STAKEHOLDERS.
 Senior administration
 Trustees
 Academic advisors
 Faculty
 Academic deans/
Associate deans
 UM Alumni
Association
 Undergraduate
Education
departments

 Student Affairs
departments
 Office of Student
Employment
 Local business
community
 Parents
 Sister career center
offices (The Launch
Pad, Ziff, Law)
 Service vendors

C O N T A C T

TOPPEL

CORE VALUES
DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
INNOVATION
TENACITY
QUALITY SERVICE
PASSION

toppel@miami.edu
305 284 5451
5225 Ponce De Leon Blvd.
Coral Gables, FL 33146
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